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King of the waters:
In Sakhya Sagar lake's
protected habitat,
crocodiles can grow to a
length of 12 feet.

Lake Tranquil: The
Sakhya Sagar lake was
built on the Maniyer river
in 1918.

Sunset to Starlight:
Sit on a bench on the
sailing club's sunning
deck and watch night
descend upon the
lakes's waters.

Under the
Milky Way
Still your mind and charge
your spirit at the Madhav
National Park.
BY RUCHIRA MITTAL

W

hen the humdrum of life becomes cacophonic, it is
time to head to the Madhav National Park in Shivpuri,
Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh.
Here, listen to the sounds of silence in a retreat
ideal for both nature lovers and those seeking to
reconnect with their souls. The rich, lush forest reserve will transport
you to another world.
It is with a feeling of wonder that visitors soak in the natural wealth
of the reserve and its erstwhile grandeur reflected in the architectural
wonders that dot the park. In pre-independence India, Shivpuri was the
summer capital of the Scindia rulers of Gwalior.
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Situated on the gentle slopes of the upper Vindhyan hills, the park is spread over 355 square
kilometres. The terrain definitely sets the mood
— of unhurried ease, in the lap of mother nature.
Nearly 115 km south west of Gwalior, which is
also the nearest airport, the park is almost 430
km south of Delhi.
To city-concrete weary eyes, the Sakhya and
Madhav Sagar lakes present nature in all its
glory. Deep and calm, their waters provide just
the right aquatic wetland for migratory birds

M A D H AV N AT I O N A L PA R K

and predators. The Scindias had established
a sailing club on Sakhya Sagar. One can get
lulled by the tranquillity of the lake, but only
until a loud splash nearby shows a misleadingly
languid crocodile turning in the waters. The
dangerous, predatory amphibian rules the lake
and crocodile spotting can become an addictive
way to spend time there.
The sailing club is built half on land and half
supported on pillars that rise from the lake bed,
and it makes staying there a rare treat. From
its large sunning deck, the view of the Sakhya
Sagar is unrestricted. The green of the forest
and the blue of the waters come from God’s
marvellous colour palette.
When night falls, a surreal hush descends. Sit
on a bench; be prepared to have your breath taken
away as you gaze at the crystal clear night sky in its
stunning view of the Milky Way. You will alternate
between disbelief at the majesty of the skies and a
deep spiritual dawning within you.
Once you have rested your body and soul, it is
time to begin your day early, with a jungle safari.
The forests of the Madhav National Park are
dense with Khair (acacia catechu), Salai, Kerdhai, Dhawda, Tendu, and Palash trees.
Fairy tale trails lead through the forest — delicate pathways, butterflies, curious squirrels and
an occasional langur simply delight. Gurgling
streams, with their waters gliding over smooth
flat rocks, lit by dappled sunlight filtering
through the green cover, make time stop. The
city and its life easily recede in the far distance.
But there is more to see. One can safely say
that deer sighting takes on an entirely new
meaning here. I was vastly amused by the curious, beautiful and delicate Blackbucks. The
animals are largely fearless and used to humans.
So, it is an experience to spot large-eyed and
graceful deer lounging in a shady glade, casting
a disdainful eye at any disturbance caused to
their get-together!
The forest guards are zealous in guarding the
flora and fauna of the forest. If you do step off
your vehicle, be ready to be accosted by a majestic King Cobra with its hood spread out most
threateningly. The forest guide will immediately
warn you to be careful as the snakes move in
pairs. The important lesson is to treat the animals' habitat with respect.
Other species at the park are nilgai, sambar,
four-horned antelope, sloth bear, leopard and
the common langur.
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FIVE KEY
HIGHLIGHTS
1. BEAUTIFUL BLACK
BUCK

Even though startled, an
irrepressibly curious buck
stops and stares.

2. HUES OF DEPTH

From atop the golf tower,
undulating tree covered
hills, the water and the
sky, all drenched in
hues of a mysteriously
deepening blue.

3. JUNGLE CROSSING

Young wild boars casually
cross a dirt road on their
way to the lakeside on a
lazy winter afternoon.

4. ROYAL PERCH

This nattily dressed
master angler shows
ownership of all it surveys.

5. LIGHT AND GLADE

Tree-lined gravel paths
lead into the thick of
the forest.

Deceptively Gentle: Home to the reclusive tiger, the dense
national park hides a treasure trove of flora and fauna.

Just when you are sighing over little Chinkaras
and gaily coloured birds, watch out for giant
lizards and snakes, you could be struck by an
entirely different emotion.
The various watch towers and colonnaded
platforms (baradaris) will leave you feeling just
a little jealous over the sway the maharajas had
over this wealth of nature. The predominant
realisation is one of how vital it is to preserve
this gift of nature.
One is also struck at the number of tigers
that were shot down in sport by the kings and
their exalted visitors. A mile into the jungle, the
grand George castle was built in 1911 for an overnight tiger shooting expedition for King George
V. The king never visited the castle; he shot a
tiger en route, and turned back.
A clock tower and a Golf tower are also close
to the Sakhya Sagar. The Golf tower provides for
a stunning tree-top view of the forest.
Then there is 40-foot high shooting box on
Sakhya Sagar. The kings viewed wildlife from
the box, especially at night. The forest is marked
by what were the landing sites for royal aircraft.
Drive past them and allow yourself to be lulled
into an unbelievable time warp.
The park is open all year around from sunrise
to sunset. But October to March are best for
spotting wild life. If you are an avid bird watcher,
visit in winter to gloat over migratory waterfowls
in the Sakhya Sagar lake.
The sounds of silence here are like the primordial ‘aum’. Here, they borrow notes from
the chirping of birds, the splash of the fish, the
buzzing of the dragonflies and the chattering of the grasshoppers. No visitor can be left
untouched and certainly all vow to return. Such
is the magic of the Madhav National Park.
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